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Abstract

X-ray yields of K~-p and K"-d atoms are calculated as a function of the target
density in order to find an optimum condition for experiments. The dependence
of the yields on the energy level shift and absorption width due to the strong
interaction is systematically investigated.

1 Introduction
The KN interaction at low energy is an important subject to be studied as the

strong interaction with strangeness, especially concerning the A(1405) puzzle [lj. The
problem, however, is in a confusing situation at present. Previous X-ray measurements
of K~-p atom [2,3,4] are quite unsatisfactory due to their poor statistics. Moreover, all
the experiments suggested "attractive" interaction, while theories predicted "repulsive"
interaction [5~11]. Here, the "attractive" and "repulsive" mean downward and upward
shifts of the atomic Is level, respectively.

In order to resolve this problem from the experimental side, a precise measurement
of K~-p atom X-ray is now going on at KEK [12]. A measurement of K~-d may also
be done in future. In the K~-p experiment, gas hydrogen target is used, since the
X-ray yield is reduced due to the Stark mixing in the case of liquid hydrogen target
used in the previous experiments. In the case of gas target, however, the K~ stopping
efficiency is low because of the short lifetime of K~. In addition, the weak decay of K~
occurs during the atomic cascade process in the case of dilute gas target. Therefore,
the density dependence of the X-ray yield should be investigated in order to find an
optimum condition of the target for the experiment.

Although atomic cascade calculations of the K~-p atom were already carried out
by several authors [13,14,15], their results did not agree with each other since different
absorption widths were used. Therefore, a systematic study should be organized about
the dependence of the cascade process on strong-interaction parameters. The purpose
of this paper is to calculate the K~-p and K~-d atom X-ray yields as a function of
target density for a guide to planning the experiment. The dependence of the yield on
the energy shift and the absorption width is also systematically investigated in order
to get the strong-interaction parameters from experimental X-ray yields.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec.2, the method of cascade calculation
is summarized and is applied to p-p and p-d atoms to determine parameters in our
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cascade model. The results of K~-p atom are given in Sec.3 and those of K~-d atom
in Sec.4. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec.5.

2 Method of cascade calculation

2.1 Cascade model
So far, there are two types of cascade models for the exotic hydrogen atom. The

most elaborate cascade model would be Mainz's Monte Cairo simulation [15,16], which
has no free parameter, but this model involves too much computation works to investi-
gate systematically the dependence of X-ray yields on many sets of strong-interaction
parameters. We employ the other one, the standard Borie-Leon model, which was
used in Refs.[13,14]. Though this model includes free parameters, it can reproduce
the known X-ray yields when relevant parameters are adjusted. Since the Borie-Leon
model is described in detail in Refe.[13,17], we present only list of the processes and
their transition rates included in the cascade calculation.

In this subsection, X~ denotes a heavy negatively-charged particle and all transition
rates are given in the atomic units (me = e = h = 1).

1. Molecular dissociation: (X~p),- + Hj —• (X~p)^ + H + H
If transition energy AEi/ = Ei — E/ > 4.7 eV (dissociation energy of H2 molecule),

N

where N is the target density of hydrogen atom(~ 4.25 x 1022cm~3 at liquid hydrogen),
v the velocity of the exotic atom and an the n-th Bohr orbit of the exotic atom. In our
model, only the An = minimum case is taken and A£ = 0 is assumed. l

2. External Auger transition: (X~p)j + H - • (X"p)/ + H+ + c~
If AEif > 15.6 eV (ionization energy of H2 molecule),

Aug _ 16 N n,t 2 Max(l,l') 1/2

where fi is the reduced mass of the exotic atom, A £ = A£j/ —15.6 eV, 2 and iJJJ,1^ is
the radial matrix element for the transition from n,l to n',£' with f = £± 1.

3. Radiative transition: (X~p)j - • (X~p)/ + 7

^n,t-~n',V — o C (3)

'In Ref.[13], there was no statement concerning the n' and V dependence, but the original program
code written by Bone and Leon included such dependence. Note that the P dependence gives little
influence on final results, but the ri dependence affects significantly the X-ray yield for high density
targets.

Ha Ref.[13], Eq.(2) was written as if A £ was confused with AE, / . The original code, however, is
written using the correct formula.
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where a is the fine structure constant.

4. Nuclear absorption:

j ^ = 32 n 2 - :
«p 3 n5

2187 (n7 - l)(na - 4)
40 n7

(4)

(5)

(6)

r$*t ^3p^ an(^ •'Id*' a r e taken from experimental values or calculated values with a
relevant optical potential. Otherwise, they are treated as parameters.

5. Stark mixing: (X"p),- + H -» (X"p)/ + H
For £ > 1, 3

(J)

where fc,tk is a free parameter and the effective impact parameter po is the root of the
equation

^ = ^- j T / l e-iimc*(l + 2psec9 + 2p*seclfl)<f0. (8)

For the mixing between s- and p-orbits, *

where pj, (< po) is taken as pg = Max(Ao ,Pi), Re is the root of the equation

(10)

and pi is the root of

= "3 / e " 4 ^ c * ( 1 + 2/«ec« + 2p2sec20)2sec-20 . (11)

The effective energy shift |6f?n»|tff is the magnitude of complex energy shift, given by

(12)

(13)

W f c - «^ - | ,

Here, since the real part of 6£ i , is not the shift from QED value but from the non-
relativistic point-Coulomb energy, it contains the shift due to vacuum polarization,

3Eq.(7) was given incorrectly in Ref.[13], but the original program used the correct equation. This
was already pointed out by C.J.Batty in Ref.[18].

4Eq.(9) was also given incorrectly in Ref.(l3), but tbe original program used the correct equation.
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(6£ij)vp, finite size effect, (6£i,)fs, besides the shift due to the strong interaction,
(.tiEi,)nTtmg. (It is assumed that other corrections for the Is state and the shift of np
states are negligible.)

6. Weak decay: rwMk

It is important for dilute gas target to take into account the weak decay of X"
(except for antiproton).

The initial distribution of X" is taken to be proportional to (2£+1) at n ~ ^
where the orbit size corresponds to electron's Is Bohr radius. The shape of the angular
momentum distribution does not affect final results, since the Stark mixing shuffles
the population among states with same n but different I, and its initial distribution is
forgotten even for about 0.1 atom gas target.

2.2 Application to antiprotonic and pionic atoms
In order to check our cascade model 5 and to determine the value of the free

parameter km in Eqs.(7) and (9), a fitting to the known X-ray yields is done. In
Ref.[13], Jbttk was taken to range from 1 to 5, since there were poor experimental data
at that time. Now, there exist numerous X-ray data for the p~-p and p-d atoms at
various target densities [18,19]. Recently, the density dependencies of /T~-p and ir~-d
atom X-ray data were obtained {20]. These data enable us to put more restriction on
ibatit. The results for the fitting to these data are shown in Figs.l~4.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

'We could not exactly reproduce the results in Ref.[13] in spite that same parameters were used.
We ascertained that our code and Borie-Leon's original code, which were written independently, gave
the same results when same parameters were used. Therefore, we believe that our results are correct.
The disagreement, however, is not so serious because the difference between our results and those in
Ref.[13] is located within the uncertainty of Jt,tk.
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The X-ray yields are well reproduced when fc,,k = 2.0 ± 0.5 and the kinetic energy T
= 1 eV. As for the p-p atom and p-d atom, these results are consistent with other
calculations reviewed by Batty [18] using the standard Borie-Leon model.

Of course, the use of the adjustable parameter Jfc«k and T is phenomenological. From
the more realistic viewpoint, X-ray data should be reproduced by no using A«k and in-
cluding the distribution of kinetic energy. Mainz's model has no parameter concerning
the Stark-mixing process, however, it does not consider the acceleration of exotic hy-
drogen atom. The measurement of n~-p atom kinetic energy distribution showed high
energy component ranging from 1 eV to 70 eV besides a distribution around 1 eV [21].
For this reason, the authors of Ref.[20] extended Bone-Leon's approach by including
the kinetic energy distribution, however, fc,tk ~ 1.5 was still needed in order to fit the
measured ir~-p atom X-ray yields. Although a refinement of the cascade model would
be necessary in future, the standard Borie-Leon model can reproduce X-ray yields of
7r~-p and ir~d atoms with A ,̂k = 2.0 ± 0.5 and T = 1 eV. If T is somewhat varied,
almost same results can be obtained by changing fc,tk to some degree. From these
results, we also use kav — 2.0 and T = X eV for the K~-p and K~-d atoms and the
uncertainty of fc«k is considered to be ±0.5.

3 Results of K~-p atom

In the case of K~-p atom, the three experiments for liquid target were reported
[2,3,4]. The experimental results and theoretical predictions of the energy shift and
width are listed in Table 1.

Table 1

Here, the sign of the energy shift is defined as the positive value is attractive. By
Deser's formula [22], the scattering length a is related with the energy shift and width
as

(14)

The vacuum polarization (52?ia)vp is about 25 eV [13]. As is shown in the Table 1,
the sign of the energy shift is opposite between the theories and the experiments.
However, the Stark mixing depends on the magnitude of the effective energy shift
|<5£i»|eff without regard to its sign. Thus, the sign is not important for the cascade
process. Although radiative transition rates would be changed from QED values, we
assume that the use of accurate transition rates brings no significant improvement,
considering the uncertainty in the treatment of other processes, and for simplicity we
use non-relativistic and point-Coulomb matrix elements.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of X-ray yields on the Is energy shift (6Ei,),lmBg and
the absorption width Ffi*- with fixing F^-. We show only results for the parameter
sets of Tanaka et al. and of Conboy et al. in Table 1, which suffer the weakest and
strongest Stark effects, respectively. The other cases in Table 1 lie between these two
cases.

Figure 5

The decrease of X-ray yields for higher density is due to the high-ns absorption resulting
from the strong Stark mixing. Note that the larger F$*- does not always reduce the
X-ray yields at high density compared to the smaller F^-, since the absorption rate
through the Stark-mixed s state depends on not only Ffi*- but also |££is|eff- It roughly
depends on F^-/\6Eu\%[ ^ s e e n ^ r o m Eq.(ll). The uncertainty shown in Fig.5 is
nearly same as that corresponding to the range over Jtnk=1.5~2.5, as is shown in Fig.7
later.

The decrease of X-ray yields for lower density, which wa? not observed in the case of
p-p atom, comes from the weak decay of K~ on an atomic orbit due to the long cascade
time. Similar situation is expected in the case of pionic atom as is shown in Figs.3 and
4. The weak decay was not included in Ref.[14], where the X-ray yields monotonically
increase as the target density decreases. The weak decay rate is independent of strong
interaction but has a slight dependence on the initial distribution.

' Figure 6 shows the dependence of the X-ray yields on the 2p absorption width
when Fg6- and (5i?i,),trong are fixed.

Figure 6

As is shov/n in the figures, F^f- is an important factor for the prediction of the absolute
yield. There is a tendency that Ka yield become; maximum at about 1 atom, Kg
is almost constant between 1 atom and liquid (790p«p), and Kn becomes maximum
at high density near liquid. If we consider the old experimental X-ray yields [2,3,4]
as upper limits, Ffif- > 1 meV is needed by comparing the calculated Ka and Kp
yields with the experimental ones, while the calculated Ky yields are larger than the
experimental ones even the case that F^*- = 5 meV. The direct measurement of F^-
is impossible since it is much smaller than the detector resolution. Alternatively, the
L lines are available for determining F$f-. The ratio of Ka/L^\ for gas target makes
it possible to determine the 2p width by the relation [18]

Ka yield
•tail yield

nrad.1 2p—ls (15)

Figure 7 shows uncertainties coming from the not well-determined parameter k,t±.
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Figure 7

The hatched areas correspond to the range of the Stark parameter fc»tk=1.5~2.5. It
should be noted that for liquid target, Kp and Ky are stronger than Ka due to the
large Stark mixing rate even when the theoretical errors are taken into account. Ref.[3]
reported anomalously large Kf/Ka ratio together with small K-,/Ka ratio. The old
experimental data should be re-examined by considering the large Kp and iC, yields.

In Fig.8, we demonstrate a stream of the cascade-down process.

Figure 8

The populations at very high-n states distribute with nearly statistical (2£+l) weight.
This is due to the large Stark-mixing rate, not because the initial distribution is taken
to be statistical. In the case of liquid target, the absorption occurs from s-orbits,
mainly 3s~6s. On the other hand, in the case of gas target the p-orbit absorption
increases, because the Stark effect in low-n region is weaker than that in the case of
liquid. However, the fact that the population for high-n region seems similar to those
of liquid means that the Stark effect still dominates in high-n states even for gas target.

Finally, we show the expected X-ray spectrum at various target densities. In Fig.9,
the peak distribution is assumed to be of Lorentzian form without including the detec-
tor resolution.

Figure 9

As is shown in the figures, K>$ lines forms a superposed peak around 8 keV. In order
to make direct measurement of the (SiJuUroog and .Tgj"-, the Ka line (~6.5 keV) must
be well separated from the K>p lines. It would be also possible to extract the shift and
width from the superposed K>p lines with the help of the cascade calculation, though
its accuracy would be lower than those from the direct measurement of the Ka yield.
The ratio Ka/K>0 becomes larger as target density lower. Thus, the liquid target is
not suitable for precise determination of the shift and width, in spite of a large stopping
power of K~.

At 7 atom gas target, which corresponds to the experiment at KEK [12], the Ka

peak would be barely recognized when the detector resolution is considered. Of course,
the smaller /^*- makes the Ka yield larger. However, F^- > 1 meV is suggested from
the old experiments, as discussed about Fig.6. The ratio Ka/K>g as well as the ratio
<Ka/£iii gives the information about the width Tĵ *-. To guarantee a clear observation
of Ka, lower density target is favorable even though it sacrifices the stopping efficiency
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of K . Gas '. ;̂>,-' of about 1 atom would be the most appropriate case, since the
absolute Ko victe becomes maximum at this density.

4 Results of K~-d atom
Since there exists no X-ray data for K~-d atom, the energy shift and the absorp-

tion width are obtained by solving a Klein-Gordon equation with a relevant optical
potential. The equation is

with
MK'

2*Vnmg = -An (1 + %f,

2 - ft1 ]X = 2u>VtUaosX (16)

(17)

where 3 is the effective scattering length, p(r) is the deuteron density distribution, /*
is the reduced mass of K~-d atom, M is the nucleon mass, M\ is the target mass, and
u is Klein-Gordon energy. We choose two sets of the parameterization of 3; One is
a = 0.34+i 0.84 fin, which is extracted from the fitting to heavier (Z >3) kaonic atom's
data by Batty [23]. This parameterization gives (<5£'i,),troo, = -550 eV (repulsive),
/#*• = 981 eV and / # • • = 25 meV. The other is a = -0.175 + i 0.663 fm, which is
obtained from Martin's K-matrix scattering length [8] including the Fermi-average and
the binding effect. This gives (6Eu)tu<x>i = -456 eV, rj}"- = 652 eV and Ff*- = 17
meV. (tf^Ovp + (6Eu)t. is 24 eV.

Figure 10 shows the density dependence of X-ray yields for the two parametcriza-
tions and Fig.ll shows the uncertainty corresponding to fc«k=1.5~2.5 for the case of
Batty's parameterization.

Figure 10

Figure 11

The density dependence is similar to the K~-p atom case, except that the X-ray yield
is smaller than that of K~-p atom due to the larger absorption width. Again, the
inversion of Kg(Ka and K^/Ka ratios appears at liquid target even when theoretical
errors are considered.

The significance of K~-d atom measurement is not limited to the point that the K~-
neutron interaction and/or isospin dependence of K~-N interaction can be extracted.
The K~-d atom is concerned with puzzles for K~-4He atom: First, it is known that
the measured shift and width for K~-4He is larger by one order than those obtained by
optical model calculations [14]. Therefore, it should be made clear whether the same
situation with K"-4He occurs in the case of K~-d.
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The two-body absorption rate of K"" in a nucleus brings another problem. Theoreti-
cal two-body absorption rates in light nuclei disagreed with experimental one [24]. The
measurement of K~-d atom is worth being done from the point of view that K~-d is the
most fundamental system concerning the two-body absorption of K~ in a nucleus. For
this problem, the estimation of the p-orbit absorption fraction of K~-d atom is needed.
However, it is pointed out that the standard Borie-Leon model considerably overesti-
mates the p-orbit absorption fraction even when the X-ray yield is reproduced [18]. On
the other hand, Mainz's Monte Cairo approach succeeded in reproducing both of the
p~-p atom X-ray data and its p-orbit absorption fraction [16]. Further investigation is
required to clarify what is incorrect in the Borie-Leon's approach.

5 Conclusions
The cascade calculation of K~-p and K"-d atoms is made by using the Borie-

Leon model. The parameter concerning the Stark mixing process, km, is adjusted
by fitting antiprotonic and pionic atom data including recently published ones. The
density dependence of X-ray yields is investigated with varying the strong-interaction
parameters.

The results of K~-p atom are summarized as follows:

1. The dependence of X-ray yields on Ftf*- and (6ElB)iiTmg can be seen only for high
density target, while F£*- greatly affects the absolute X-ray yield of K line at all
densities. F^f- >1 meV is suggested by comparing with the previous X-ray data.

2. The Ka yield becomes maximum at about 1 atom gas, though its absolute values
are not determined because of the ambiguity of F^*-. Below 1 atom, a considerable
fraction of K~ decays on atomic orbits by weak interaction during the cascade-down
process. This feature is independent of strong-interaction parameters.

3. It is expected that the X-ray spectrum shows only two distinct peaks, Ka (~ 6.5
keV) and the superposition of K>p (~ 8 keV). The ratio Ka/K>p becomes larger as the
target density lower. It is found that the most favorable case for the clear observation
of Ka would be about 1 atom gas target, though the stopping efficiency is low. The
ratio Ka/K>p and/or Ka/L^i give the information about / j**- .

In the case of K~-d atom, the X-ray yield is smaller by one order than that of K~-p
atom due to a larger absorption width. Nevertheless, the X-ray measurement is worth
being done since it gives information about the isospin dependence of K~N interaction,
the relation with the puzzle for K~-4He atom, and the two-body absorption mechanism
of K~ a the nucleus.
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Appendix
In the cascade calculation with the Stark mixing, the transition among the same

n but different £ states causes a difficulty compared with usual cascade calculations.
One method is that the reshuffling of the population of the angular momentum states
is repeated at each n until the population becomes below a sufficiently small value, for
example, 10"3. This procedure is used in Refs.[16,18].

We employ another method using a matrix introduced in Ref.[13]. Let us define
Nnj and Nn,(, where Nnj is the starting population of (n,l) level before the Stark
mixing and Nn<t is the arrival fraction of (n,£) level resulting from the Stark mixing.
Then, the following relation

pSUrk

1 7ST
njt-l

(18)

Y,
(19)

holds for each (n,£) level. Now, the n dimensional vectors Nn,Nn are introduced by

Nn=

Then, Eq.(18) for £ = 0 ~ n - 1 becomes

ANn = Nn,

(20)

(21)
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where A is the following nx n matrix

/

A =

1
rStkrk

nO--n

rStuk

/*SUlfc
. . . n.n-J—n.n-l

tttl

, (22)

and the solution is given by
Nn = A~*Nn. (23)

The de-exciting, absorbing and weak-decaying fractions at each (n,l) level are

de-excite. _

4 l e —
—»'.f

inf. —

(24)

(25)

(26)

This procedure is repeated from n = Jim,* to n = 1.
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Scattering length a (fm)
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-1.11 + i 0.70

+o.n±o.i4 + i o.ooig:g!
+0.65±0.19 + t 0.68±0.31
+0.47±0.14 + i 0.31ig;?J

« « . U (eV)

-313
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-272
-301
-37
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+45±5S
+268±78
+194±58

AT (eV)
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577
552
528
519
692
577

aif
561±256
82+g°

Refe.

[5
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[7

[9]
[10]

("I

2]
3]
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Table 1: Theoretical predictions of the energy shift and width of K~-p atom and
experimental data obtained by the previous X-ray measurements. The energy
shift is defined as positive is attractive.

I I i
i i r t t r i n i i t i i i i t l I t t t i m l "10"1 10° 101 102 103

tea-get density (prtp)

Fig.l: Density dependence of p-p atom X-ray yields, (a) Ka (b) KM (c) La (d)
Laii. Unit of the horizontal line is p,tp, hydrogen atom density at a standard
temperature (273 K) and pressure (1 atom). The dotted line denotes Â tk = 1-5,
the solid line knk = 2.0 and the dashed line fc^k = 2.5. The strong-interaction
parameters are (&Ei,),tn>ng = -0.730 keV (repulsive), r f i* = 1.122 keV and rj**-
= 34 meV [19]. (5£i,)vp = 42 eV and {6E\t)h = -3 eV are also taken into account
for |&£?is|eff [18]. The experimental data taken before 1989 (circles) are listed in
Ref.[18] and new data [20] (diamonds) are added.
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10 10° 10 l

target density
10° IS" 2 10°

target density
103

Fig.l: - continued. Fig.2: Density dependence of p*-d atom X-ray yields, (a) La (b) LM. The strong-
interaction parameters are (SEiJgtmnt ~ -2.14 keV, f£*- = 1.26 keV, rfi*- =
0.4 meV and rg* = 5 /ieV [18]. (tfKi.)vp = 67 eV and (6Elt)b = -48 eV are
also taken into account for \6Eu\dt [18]. Other details are same as in Fig 1. The
calculation well reproduces the new data (diamonds) at low densities.
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i i i t i t t t l t i i i m i l i i f t n i t l t t ttttttt i i i i t i f t l

1OJ

Fig.3: Density dependence of ir~-p atom X-ray yields, (a) Ka (b) K^. The strong-
interaction parameters are {5Eu)nwni = 7.1 eV (attractive), Ftf*" = 0.8 eV.
(^is)vp = 3.2 eV are also taken into account for \6Ei,\ts. Experimental data
are taken from Ref.[25].
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Fig.4: Density dependence of w"-d atom X-ray yields, (a) Ka (b) K&. The strong-
interaction parameters are {6Eit)Anat = -2.5 eV (repulsive), r$* = 1.0 eV.
(6Eis)vp = 3.7 eV and (6EiB)t, = -0.5 eV are also taken into account for \6Eu\a-
Experimental data are taken from Ref.[26].
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Fig.5: Density dependence of K~-p atom X-ray yields with varying (££is)«ron« and
Ffi*-. The solid lines and the dashed lines are the cases which suffer the strongest
(Conboy et al.) and the weakest (Tanaka et al.) Stark effects among the param-
eters given in Table 1, respectively. The other cases in Table 1 lie between these
lines. The width F^"- is taken to be 1 meV. The free parameter Jfc,tk is fixed to
2.0.
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Fig.6: Density dependence of K~-p atom X-ray yields with varying F^*: (a) Ka (b)
Kp (c) Kn (d) La. The shift and width are taken to be \6Eu\a — 300 eV and
F$*- = 550 eV, which are nearly averages of the theoretical values. The free
parameter fc,,k is fixed to 2.0. Experimental data are taken from Refe.[2,3,4].
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Fig.6: - continued.
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Fig.8: The stream of cascade-down processes: (a) Liquid target, (b) 1 atom gas target.
The upper figure shows the arrival fraction on each (n, I) level (see Appendix).
Tie lower figure shows the absorption fraction from each (n, t) level. The scale
of z axis for the arrival fraction is 100 times as large as that for the absorption
fraction since the arrival fraction becomes of very large number due to the Stark
mixing.

Fig.8: - continued
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Fig.9: The expected X-ray spectra: (a) Liquid target, (b) 7 atom gas target ( KEK
experiment [12] ), (c) 1 atom gas target, and (d) 0.1 atom gas target. The used
parameters are \6Ei.\eg = 300 eV, rjj"- = 550 eV, T^*- = 1 meV, and fc^ = 2.
The peak shapes are taken to be of Lorentzian form and the detector resolution
is not considered. In (b), the cases for fc,tk = 1.5 (dashed line) and for A«k =
2.5 (dotted line) are also drawn. £«* changes the absolute yields with keeping
its spectral shape.

Fig.9: - continued
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Fig. 10: Density dependence of K~-d atom X-ray yields with varying the strong-interaction
parameters. The solid lines are the case of Martin's K-matrix + Fermi average
+ binding effect. The dashed lines are for Batty's optical potential.
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Fig.ll: Density dependence of K~-d atom X-ray yields with varying the free parameter
*nk = 1.5~2.5. The strong-interaction parameters are Batty's ones.
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